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Unless things have changed radically, I think that if one is being proper to the ‘T’, as
it were, then, when you address letters to any address in Ruislip, you write Ruislip,
Middlesex and then the postcode. It’s one of those enduring eccentricities for which the
English are either known or indeed sometimes ridiculed. You live in a county which doesn’t
exist! The old county was a strange ‘sausage’ shape running south west to north east. I used
to live in the far north east, in the equally ancient town of Enfield there had been two palaces
used by both Elizabeth I and James I.
Right next to one of these, the former Elsynge Palace lies Maiden’s Bridge which
carries Forty Hill over the Turkey Brook. It’s here, that legend has it, Walter Raleigh threw
down his cloak to allow the young Queen Elizabeth to cross the brook untainted by mud,
water or weed. My guess is that the tale has about as much history as King Alfred burning the
cakes. But it is one of those legends that shapes the memory of Raleigh’s gallantry. Now, as
you’ll probably all know, this church has links with another – possibly equally spurious
cloak, that of St. Martin of Tours. While still a soldier in the Roman army, it is said, Martin
met a poorly clad beggar. Impulsively, he severed his own cloak in two with his sword and
then threw it round the half-naked man.
Many other tales surround this legendary piece of gallantry and generosity. It is pretty
certain that Martin did serve for some time in the imperial army, fairly soon after the Roman
Empire had been declared Christian by Constantine. Eventually Martin left the army and
made his way to the city of Tours, on the Loire, where he became a disciple of Hilary of
Poitier, the great scholar bishop and defender of Trinitarianism. Ultimately after becoming a
hermit for a while he was acclaimed Bishop of Tours.
As you’ll doubtless know, the links in this parish with St. Martin go all the way back
to the eleventh century when the ancient abbey of Le Bec Hellouin - only fifty years after its
foundation - bought the land around here and the advowson of the church and parish. In
dedicating the church to Martin, those monks pointed to the very heart of the gospel. For
Martin was the first prophetic saint in a long tradition, which includes St. Giles (another
hermit), and, of course, Francis of Assisi. Each of these worked amongst the very poor and
rooted their lives in the pattern set out for them by Jesus, their Lord.
So Martin, Giles, Francis – and of course, many others since – reaching through in
some ways to Mother Teresa in our own time, would allow no compromise with the life Jesus
lived, as the gospel he proclaimed. Martin was the father of a true radicalism, the sort of
message announced by Isaiah to Israel in our first reading tonight:
‘The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because the Lord has anointed me to bring good
news to the humble, to build up the broken hearted, to proclaim liberty to captives, release to
those in prison, to proclaim a year of the Lord’s favour.’
The gospel we heard is equally uncompromising, but it’s far too easily
sentimentalised. It has become a sort of cheery parable for any discovered in distressed
circumstances. So, for example, many years ago, amongst the myriad letters received at
Lambeth Palace, the Archbishop of Canterbury was regaled with one from an elderly lady
who had recently set up a new society for ‘cat lovers’. She made a powerful case for greater
mercy and care for the cat population generally. The Archbishop replied – in a letter
doubtless drafted by one of his staff – it ended with the final words of our gospel tonight:
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‘Inasmuch as you did anything for one of the least of my little ones, you did it for
me.’
Now, broad as doubtless Jesus’ sympathies were, I doubt that the parable was aimed
at greater care for the cats of first century Palestine! Indeed, this evening we were let off
lightly, for the conclusion of that parable, some six verses further on runs:
‘Anything you failed to do for any of these my little ones, you failed to do to me. And
you will go away to eternal punishment.’
For the parable is one of judgment. It is the original tale of the sheep and the goats.
The toughness of the message cannot be avoided or watered down. It’s far from sentimental!
This is what stands at the heart of the personality and mission of your patron. He was
indeed the herald of a radical, challenging and powerful message. This included living the
Christian life exactly as Jesus taught. It meant a radical care for the poor and less fortunate; it
meant justice for those unjustly condemned or suffering, and it meant a realistic and honest
approach to war. Martin is often seen as the proto-pacifist. Certainly he forsook military
weapons for the weapons of the gospel. He intended the challenge of the gospel to be
enduring and powerful.
What might this mean about our approach to war now? For example, when it comes to
Trident and its replacement, Martin might not necessarily have been a unilateralist, but he
would have expected the arguments for and against such weapons to be rigorous and properly
argued. Ultimately the flourishing and fulfilment of humanity is the key. What policy will
lead in that direction? Or, as we face a still increasing refugee crisis then again his sword and
his severed cloak speak. How do we divide our resources between welcoming refugees and
migrants escaping from dire conditions, and helping to support an infrastructure in Syria
which keeps its medics, its engineers and all those needed for a society to survive.
Modern day Enfield, Hendon, Eastcote and Ruislip seem a world away from the
church Le Bec dedicated to Martin. Suburban landscape and suburban lives feel cocooned in
contrast. But the challenge is if anything greater: ‘Inasmuch as you did it for the least of these
my little ones you did it unto me.’ Following Martin, how should we now respond to the
radical challenge of Jesus?
Amen
Readings:
Isaiah. 61. 1-3.
I. Thess. 2. 2-8.
Matthew. 25. 31-40.
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